Theoretical knowledge of the one pion cross section is important to carry out a precise data analysis... Furthermore...
Pion production → identify incorrectly one-Čerenkov-ring events, which are assumed to be CC QE ν α A → l α A ′ .
• Appearance probability P (ν µ → ν e ): CC QE ν e A → eA ′ signal, which is used to identify ν e , could be confused with • Survival probability P (ν µ → ν µ ): CC QE ν µ A → µA ′ signal, which is used to identify ν µ , could be confused with that from CC/NC 1π ν τ,µ A → (ν τ,µó τ, µ)A ′ π signal, if only one particle radiatesČerenkov light. 
cross section (neutrino energy averaged) with (M (πN ) < 1.4 GeV) measured at ANL and BNL. It varies in the range 0.95 GeV (ANL) -1.28 GeV (BNL). We set M A∆ ∼ 1.05 GeV (axial nucleon mass)
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... but only the ∆ pole contribution turns out to be an insufficient model, even at the ∆ peak, and specially close to pion threshold. Close to pion threshold, the pion from the (ν µ , µπ) reaction will not radiateČerenkov light and thus it would be necessary an improved theoretical model to carry out a proper L/E oscillation analysis.
Such model for the ν l N → lN ′ π, ν l N → ν l N ′ π reactions should include non resonant terms ⇒ Realization of the axial and vector currents, which couple to the W, Z 0 bosons, for a system of pions and nucleons.
Non-linear σ−Model: EFT involving pions and nucleons which implements spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking.
, the CC and NC, which induce
, N N πππ and ππππ.
Parameters: f π and g A . Noether's currents
CT, PF do not contribute ⇒ PN and PNC ⇒ ME's of s
Results :
Differential cross section (flux averaged) Dependence on θ * π (CM πN pion polar angle). Lorentz invariance (f.i., CC) ⇒ A * , B * , C * , D * , E * vs cos θ * π , E = 1.5 GeV, W = 1.15 GeV and q 2 = −0.5 GeV 2 . 
By construction (similar for both CC and NC),
is not inv. under parity, since the pseudovector k × k ′ is used to define the Y axis.
• d 
• Non-resonant terms are needed to produce nonvanishing parity violating structure functions
Conclusions: We have derived a model for CC and NC weak pion production off the nucleon 1. In addition to the ∆ resonance, we include nonresonant contributions ⇐ QCD SχSB.
Non resonant contributions
3. ν −ν Asymmetries, distinguish ν τ fromν τ ?
4. Parity violation effects due to the interferences between the non resonant and ∆ contributions.
5. Starting point to study inclusive and exclusive neutrino-nucleus scattering above the QE region. A * , B * , C * , D * , E * vs cos θ * π , E = 1.5 GeV, W = M ∆ and q 2 = −0.5 GeV 2 . Reactions ν µ n → µ − pπ 0 andν µ p → µ + nπ 0
